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Cells throughout the rodent hippocampal system show place-speci�c pat-
terns of �ring called place �elds, creating a coarse-coded representation
of location. The dependencies of this place code—or cognitive map—on
sensory cues have been investigated extensively, and several computa-
tional models have been developed to explain them. However, place rep-
resentations also exhibit strong dependence on spatial and behavioral
context, and identical sensory environments can produce very different
place codes in different situations. Several recent studies have proposed
models for the computational basis of this phenomenon, but it is still not
completely understood. In this article, we present a very simple connec-
tionist model for producing context-dependent place representations in
the hippocampus. We propose that context dependence arises in the den-
tate gyrus-hilus (DGH) system, which functions as a dynamic selector,
disposing a small group of granule and pyramidal cells to �re in response
to afferent stimulus while depressing the rest. It is hypothesized that the
DGH system dynamics has “latent attractors,” which are unmasked by
the afferent input and channel system activity into subpopulations of
cells in the DG, CA3, and other hippocampal regions as observed ex-
perimentally. The proposed model shows that a minimally structured
hippocampus-like system can robustly produce context-dependent place
codes with realistic attributes.

1 Introduction

The hippocampus has been a region of great interest for neuroscientists
and psychobiologists because of its apparently central role in memory and
cognition. In primates (including humans), the hippocampus is crucial to
the formation and consolidation of episodic memories (Scoville & Milner,
1957; Squire, 1992; Squire & Zola-Morgan, 1988), and this function proba-
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Figure 1: Schematic of the network model. The DG and H layers are con�gured
into randomly chosen cell groups with possible overlap. The ECprojects broadly
to both DG and CA3, and the DG projects to CA3. There are no explicit groups
in CA3, but DG-to-CA3 projections are very sparse. The �gure shows only two
DG/H groups: Group 1 is nominally inactive and Group 2 active. Filled squares
symbolize cell activity, and arrows indicate excitatory signals between layers,
with line width representing signal strength. Note that cells in each group are
placed contiguously only for clarity: The model does not assume topographic
organization of cell groups.

bly extends to other mammals as well (Eichenbaum, Kuperstein, Fagan, &
Nagode, 1987). In rodents, the hippocampus has been implicated speci�cally
in spatial cognition (Morris, Garrud, Rawlins, & O’Keefe, 1982) and is hy-
pothesized to form a spatial cognitive map (O’Keefe & Nadel, 1978).Primary
cells in the dentate gyrus (DG), CA3, and CA1 regions of the hippocampus
(see Figure 1) have activity tuned to an animal’s spatial location (O’Keefe
& Dostrovsky, 1971; O’Keefe & Nadel, 1978; Muller, Kubie, & Ranck, 1987;
Jung & McNaughton, 1993). These cells are called place cells, and the spatial
regions where they are active are termed place �elds. Together, the activity
pattern of primary cells in CA3 or CA1 forms a coarse-coded, distributed
representation of the animal’s position. We call this a place representation or
place code.
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The sensory, behavioral, and motivational correlates of place �elds
throughout the hippocampus have been elucidated experimentally (Miller
& Best, 1980; Hill & Best, 1981; Muller & Kubie, 1987; O’Keefe & Speakman,
1987; Thompson & Best, 1989, 1990; Sharp, Kubie, & Muller, 1990; Quirk,
Muller, & Kubie, 1990; Quirk, Muller, Kubie, & Ranck, 1992; Bostock, Muller,
& Kubie, 1991; Wilson & McNaughton, 1993; Markus et al., 1995; Gothard,
Skaggs, Moore, & McNaughton, 1996; Gothard, Skaggs, & McNaughton,
1996; O’Keefe & Burgess, 1996; Barnes et al., 1997; Rotenberg and Muller,
1997). An important aspect of place representations that is not yet com-
pletely understood is their dependence on spatial or behavioral context.
Several studies have shown that CA3/CA1 place representations, while
strongly controlled by sensory cues (O’Keefe & Nadel, 1978; Hill & Best,
1981; Muller & Kubie, 1987), are not causally dependent on these cues and
are affected signi�cantly by an animal’s perception of its situation (Quirk et
al., 1990; Bostock et al., 1991; Markus et al., 1995; Markus, Qin, McNaughton,
& Barnes, 1994; Gothard, Skaggs, Moore, & McNaughton, 1996; Gothard,
Skaggs, & McNaughton, 1996). This phenomenon has been described as
the dependence of place codes on frames of reference (Gothard, Skaggs,
Moore, & McNaughton, 1996; Touretzky & Redish, 1996; Samsonovich &
McNaughton, 1997). Our notion of context dependence refers in particular
to the observation that identical sensory environments can produce differ-
ent place representations without affecting the intraenvironment stability
or spatial coherence of these representations (Quirk et al., 1990), suggesting
the existence of a multistable mechanism in the hippocampus (Barnes et al.,
1997). In this article, we address the issue of context-dependent place rep-
resentations in the hippocampal system in an abstract connectionist frame-
work.

2 Theoretical Development and Justi�cation

2.1 Motivating Experimental Results. This research is motivated by
several observations about hippocampal place �elds:

1. All regions of the hippocampus show place �elds (O’Keefe & Nadel,
1978; Muller et al., 1987; Jung & McNaughton, 1993). Entorhinal cortex
(EC) neurons also have broadly tuned and noisy place �elds (Barnes
et al., 1990; Quirk, Muller, Kubie, & Ranck, 1992).

2. Only a subset (20–30%) of cells in regions CA1 and CA3 show place
activity in any speci�c environment, and this active set appears to be
randomly selected for each situation (Thompson & Best, 1989, 1990;
Kubie & Muller, 1991; Muller, Kubie, & Saypoff, 1991; Wilson & Mc-
Naughton, 1993). Silent cells have alsio been reported in the DG (Jung
& McNaughton, 1993), although to our knowledge, there is no sys-
tematic study of this effect. EC neurons, in contrast, appear to �re in
almost all environments, with their place speci�city more closely tied
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to sensory stimulus than is the case for CA3/CA1 neurons (Quirk et
al., 1992).

3. Within an environment, place �elds are controlled primarily by distal
visual cues (O’Keefe & Nadel, 1978; Miller & Best, 1980; Hill & Best,
1981; Muller & Kubie, 1987; Sharp et al., 1990; Bostock et al., 1991).
However, removal of these cues in the animal’s presence does not
disrupt the �elds (O’Keefe & Speakman, 1987; Quirk et al., 1990).

4. The place representation is established very early in an episode. Even
in novel environments, animals have full-�edged place �elds soon
after entry (Hill, 1978) although they might take some time to consol-
idate (Wilson & McNaughton, 1993).

5. Different place representations are active in different environments
(Thompson & Best, 1989; Kubie & Muller, 1991) and behavioral situa-
tions (Markus et al., 1994, 1995). However, the choice of representation
seems to depend on the animal’s perception of its environment rather
than purely on sensory input. Identical environments—and even the
same environment—can support distinct place representations in dif-
ferent contexts (Quirk et al., 1990).

6. Once a place representation has been activated in the hippocampus, it
is very stable against large and cognitively dissonant changes in visual
cues (Quirk et al., 1990). When it does change, the switch is usually to a
signi�cantly different global representation with a different set of ac-
tive cells rather than a gradual shift (Bostock et al., 1991; Gothard,
Skaggs, Moore, & McNaughton, 1996; Rotenberg & Muller, 1997).
However, there are also data suggesting that the remapping leaves
some place �elds unchanged (Wilson & McNaughton, 1993; Shapiro,
Tanila, & Eichenbaum, 1997; Tanila, Shapiro, & Eichenbaum, 1997;
Knierim, Kudrimoti, & McNaughton, 1998; Skaggs & McNaughton,
1998), while others may switch their dependencies from one set of
cues to another (Shapiro et al., 1997; Tanila et al., 1997; Skaggs & Mc-
Naughton, 1998). Also, local alterations to place �elds can occur if the
topology of the environment is altered locally (e.g., by the insertion of
barriers) (Muller & Kubie, 1987).

7. Old rats show a propensity to activate an incorrect place representa-
tion upon return to a familiar environment after a hiatus, but when the
correct representation is activated, it appears to show no degradation
(Barnes et al., 1997). This suggests a multistable system of internally
stable cognitive maps with a recognition-based selection of the correct
one. Barnes et al. (1997) hypothesize that activation of incorrect maps
in old rats may re�ect a failure of recognition due to degradation in
associative learning.
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2.2 Primary Hypothesis. Based on the above observations, we hypoth-
esize that DG and CA3 place �elds form via the combination of two effects:

1. Informational: Speci�c sensitivity of individual cells to conjunctions
and disjunctions of features from sensory, vestibular, directional, mo-
tivational, and motor information.

2. Contextual: Global selection of a cell group for activity in the particular
environment and task at hand.

Similar ideas are inherent in some previously proposed models of the hip-
pocampus, most notably in the work of Redish and Touretzky (Touretzky &
Redish, 1996; Redish & Touretzky, 1997; Redish, 1997; Redish & Touretzky,
1999) and Samsonovich & McNaughton (1997). The term context through-
out this article refers to a long-lasting bias that affects place representations
for the duration of an episode (Quirk et al., 1990; Markus et al., 1994, 1995),
unless disrupted by a signi�cant mismatch between expectation and re-
ality. This bias implicitly encodes the animal’s perception of its situation,
signifying a particular set of relationships, expectations, and conditions—
and possibly, goals, actions, and consequences—that characterize the entire
episode in a stable way and remain invariant over its duration. This should
be distinguished from the transient in�uence of a system’s recent dynamics
on its current state (e.g., the in�uence of an animal’s recent positions and
actions on its current position). The latter type of context dependence has
been proposed as a means for disambiguating stimulus sequences of �nite
length (Minai, Barrows, & Levy, 1994; Wu, Baxter, & Levy, 1995; Levy & Wu,
1996; Levy, 1996), and is quite likely to exist in the hippocampus. However,
global context dependence requires a mechanism of much greater stability.

The issues involved in coding global context are illustrated well by the
requirements of effective place representations. There are two con�icting
imperatives:

Intraenvironment consistency. Within a speci�c environment, the place
representation must vary smoothly over space to encode consistent
spatial information and allow generalization. If the place code is to
serve as a robust representation of the animal’s location, proximate lo-
cations should be coded similarly, with the similarity declining mono-
tonically with distance. This is precisely what place �elds achieve (as
demonstrated by measures of spatial coherence in place �elds; Muller
et al., 1991; Sharp, 1997). The stability of place �elds, in turn, requires
dependence of pyramidal cell activity on information about the ani-
mal’s location: sensory input (O’Keefe & Nadel, 1978; Muller & Kubie,
1987), vestibular cues (Hill & Best, 1981), and almost certainly, the esti-
mate from a path integration (PI) system (Etienne, Maurer, & Sèguinot,
1996), which updates the animal’s estimate of its location internally
based on self-motion (Touretzky & Redish, 1996; Redish & Touretzky,
1997; Redish, 1997; Samsonovich & McNaughton, 1997).
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Interenvironment discrimination. In two similar—even identical—envi-
ronments with different signi�cance, the place representations must
be very different in order to discriminate between the situations. This
means that the place representation must not depend exclusively on
sensory and vestibular cues; it must also be shaped by the animal’s
perception of the global context it is in. This is borne out by the experi-
ments of Quirk et al. (1990), who showed that an animal can have two
distinct place representations of the same sensory environment in dif-
ferent contexts. The fact that place representations switch in a discon-
tinuous manner (Quirk et al., 1990; Bostock et al., 1990; Gothard, Sk-
aggs, Moore, & McNaughton, 1996; Gothard, Skaggs,& McNaughton,
1996; Barnes et al., 1997) also supports a global context-dependence
hypothesis.

How does a system resolve these con�icting requirements? We propose
that the hippocampus does so by using a two-part strategy. First, when a
distinct context is recognized, it triggers the stable priming of a subgroup of
dentate gyrus granule cells for �ring and depresses the rest. Resetting this
stable priming then requires a major disruptive event (e.g., removal from
the environment). Once the selected group has been primed, the actual
�ring of cells within this group depends on sensory, vestibular, and path
integration cues, thus producing place �elds and a smooth representation
of the environment in the DG (Minai & Best, 1998; Doboli, Minai, & Best,
1999). Since the projection from DG to CA3 is very tightly focused, the
granule cells in the selected group excite only a subset of CA3 pyramidal
cells, leading to smooth place �elds in this subset and silence in the rest
of the CA3. By selecting different groups in different contexts, the animal
can thus create very different—but internally consistent—representations
of sensorily identical environments.

This conjecture—which we call the latent attractor hypothesis for reasons
that will be clear—is consistent with the statistical characteristics of place
representations seen experimentally (Thompson & Best, 1989, 1990; Wilson
& McNaughton, 1993). Indeed, a variant of this hypothesis has been sug-
gested previously (though not formally developed) by Kubie and Muller
(1991). It is also implicit in the chart theory advanced by Samsonovich
and McNaughton (1997). However, our theory differs from these previ-
ous proposals in three major respects: (1) the computational mechanism
we propose is very simple, with minimal precon�guration of place-related
network structure in the DG or CA3; (2) the stable priming is seen as orig-
inating in the dentate gyrus-hilus (DGH) system rather than the CA3; and
(3) the system underlying the priming process is a two-layer (disynaptic)
rather than a one-layer (monosynaptic) recurrent network (we use the terms
two-layer and one-layer in their connectionist sense and not in the anatomical
sense of cortical layers). The justi�cation and implications of these choices
are discussed below. More recently, Samsonovich (1999) has independently
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proposed a simpler context-selection mechanism similar to ours in princi-
ple. However, it is still embodied in a one-layer CA3 model network. In
contrast, we suggest that context dependence in CA3 place representations
is not produced internally, but simply re�ects the context dependence al-
ready present in the afferent input from the DG. We show that, based on
current (mostly indirect) evidence, placing context selection in the DGH is
logically and biologically reasonable.

2.3 Why the DGH System?. Previous suggestions about the encoding
of context via multistable attractors have proposed CA3 as the likeliest lo-
cus (Kubie & Muller, 1991; McNaughton et al., 1996; Shen & McNaughton,
1996; Redish, 1997; Samsonovich & McNaughton, 1997; Samsonovich, 1999).
However, we prefer the DGH system for several reasons:

� Granule cells show highly place-speci�c behavior like CA3 cells (Jung
& McNaughton, 1993). There is also evidence that some granule cells
are silent in a given environment (Jung & McNaughton, 1993).

� DG granule cells show the same context dependencies as CA3/CA1
place cells (Markus et al., 1995), suggesting that context is established
by this point in the trisynaptic pathway.

� There is potential evidence of attractor dynamics in the DGH system
(Shen, McNaughton, & Barnes, 1997).

� The DGH system has recurrent excitatory connectivity (Buckmaster &
Schwartzkroin, 1994; Scharfman,1995; Jackson & Scharfman,1996; Go-
larai and Sutula, 1996) and a very structured inhibitory system (Han,
Buhl, Lörinczi, & Somogyi, 1993).

� The recurrent connectivity in DGH is disynaptic (unlike CA3) and
highly divergent and convergent (Scharfman, 1991), making it more
suitable than the CA3 for implementing �exible multiattractor dynam-
ics. In particular, the disynaptic recurrence allows the biasing function
(needed for the latent attractor) to be located in the hilus and the coding
function (needed for the projection to CA3) in the DG. This is important
because biasing requires high source activity and diffuse efferent pro-
jection, while coding for CA3 representations requires sparse activity
and a very focused efferent projection. A two-layer system implements
this very well, and the required characteristics correspond well to the
known anatomy and physiology of the DGH.

� The associational input from mossy cells to the granule cells shows
NMDA-dependent LTP (Hetherington, Austin, & Shapiro, 1994).

� DG has a very large population of cells (Amaral, Ishizuka,& Claiborne,
1990) and low intrinsic activity, which would allow for many more
attractors than CA3.
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� DG granule cells and their mossy �ber projections are organized in a
lamellar fashion (Andersen, Bliss, & Skrede, 1971; Amaral & Witter,
1989), which has been compared to a piano keyboard (Sloviter & Bris-
man,1995).There is also strong evidence for mutual inhibition between
lamellae (Struble, Desmond, & Levy, 1978; Sloviter, 1994). Finally, the
mossy cell projection to granule cells is highly divergent. This architec-
ture appears well suited to the formation of mutually inhibitory gran-
ule cell groups via the associative modi�cation of mossy-to-granule
cell synapses linking different lamellae.

� Using the CA3 recurrent connections for implementing context attrac-
tors for multiple environments might interfere with their use in pattern
completion and associative memory recall (Treves & Rolls, 1992; Has-
selmo, Schnell, & Barkai, 1995; Hasselmo, Wyble, & Wallenstein, 1996).
Redish and Touretzky (1998) have shown that a CA3-like network can
simultaneously accommodate pattern completion, memory recall, and
contextual attractors, but the effect of this multiple functionality on
system capacity is not yet known.

Essentially, our model proposes a division of labor between EC, DGH,
and CA3. Many functions, including associative recall (Marr, 1971; Mc-
Naughton & Morris, 1987; O’Reilly & McClelland, 1994; Rolls, 1996; Treves
& Rolls, 1992; Hasselmo et al., 1995, 1996), sequence completion (Minai &
Levy, 1993; Minai et al., 1994; Wu, Baxter, & Levy, 1995; Levy & Wu, 1996;
Levy, 1996; Sohal & Hasselmo, 1998; Lisman, 1999), path selection (Muller
et al., 1991; Muller & Stead, 1996; Blum & Abbott, 1996), path integration
(Samsonovich & McNaughton, 1997), and spontaneous replay of learned
memories (Minai & Levy, 1993; Wilson & McNaughton, 1994; Shen & Mc-
Naughton, 1996; Skaggs & McNaughton, 1996; Redish & Touretzky, 1998)
have been imputed to CA3 by various researchers. Meanwhile, most mod-
els have automatically assumed that the DG performs orthogonalization
of sensory inputs (Treves & Rolls, 1992; O’Reilly & McClelland, 1994), and
the hilus has been neglected completely. A notable exception to this is the
recent model proposed by Lisman (1999), which suggests that the recurrent
DGH functions as a pattern completion module in a system for sequence
recall. Our hypothesis elegantly addresses three issues raised by these ap-
proaches. First, it provides CA3 place representations with the requisite
context dependence (due to DG input) and informational contingencies
(due to EC input) while leaving the CA3 free to perform other functions
such as associating places along a path, disambiguating stimulus sequences,
and recalling previously learned representations. Second, it leaves the or-
thogonalization function for the DG in place, with the subtle distinction
that similar stimuli are orthogonalized only if they occur in different con-
texts or environments. This obviates the need to block DG activity during
associative recall as hypothesized in earlier models (O’Reilly & McClel-
land, 1994; Redish, 1997; Minai, 1997). Finally, the hypothesis provides an
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elegant explanation for the very rich recurrent architecture of the DGH
system.

3 Computational Model

3.1 Functional Description. We model the DGH system as a recurrent
system of granule-mossy-granule cell connections with various inhibitory
subsystems. Both the DG and hilus are seen as organized into distributed
non-disjoint excitatory cell groups (Andersen et al., 1971; Soltesz, Bourassa,
& Deschenes, 1993; Sloviter & Brisman, 1995). Cells in the kth DG or hilus
group tend to activate cells in the corresponding group in the other region,
while each region uniformly inhibits all cells in the other region in pro-
portion to its own activity. The net effect is to make the groups mutually
inhibitory across the system. Due to competitive inhibition, the total al-
lowed number of simultaneously active cells within a region is constrained
to be fewer than the number of cells in a group. Since the groups are mu-
tually inhibitory, a disproportionately high level of activity in one group
tends to inhibit other groups strongly, quashing any incipient activity there
and, as a consequence, perpetuating its own high level of activity. Thus,
once a group “wins” the intergroup competition, activity will tend to stay
within this group until it is strongly perturbed. In this sense, each group is
an “attractor ” of the system, but the whole attractor never becomes active.
We hypothesize that the �ring thresholds of granule cells are high enough
that the system is capable of intrinsic (nonafferent driven) activity only
under conditions of explicit disinhibition (Scharfman, 1991; Buckmaster &
Schwartzkroin, 1995). When afferent activity from the EC is present, the ef-
fect of the recurrent system is to focus �ring within a metastable subset of
granule cells. We call this the latent attractor effect, since the effect of the EC
activity is channeled by an attractor that cannot sustain itself autonomously,
but whose effect is unmasked by the afferent input.

Formally,we de�ne a latent attractor for a recurrentnetwork of binaryneu-
rons as a nontrivial pattern of activity that is not realized (or only partially
realized) at any particular time, but would be self-sustaining and attracting
within a subdomain of the network’s phase space under conditions of suf-
�cient disinhibition or external stimulus. It is termed “latent” because it is
implicit in the connectivity structure of the network but requires external
stimulus to become visible, much as the peaks in a dark landscape may be
picked out by a searchlight. This is different from the situation in other recur-
rent networks—including disynaptic ones (Carpenter & Grossberg, 1987a,
1987b; Kosko, 1988)—where the entire attractor is activated.

The activity of the EC cells in our hypothetical model encodes the vari-
ous “informational” contingencies, including (but not limited to) conjunc-
tions and disjunctions between sensory cues, vestibular information, and
information from the path integration system. There is strong evidence for
location-speci�c activity in EC neurons (Barnes et al., 1990; Quirk et al.,
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1992), and it has been hypothesized (Touretzky & Redish, 1996; Redish &
Touretzky, 1997) that the EC forms a stage in the rat’s path integration sys-
tem. Although we do not model these here, the �ring contingencies of EC
neurons are seen as being encoded through LTP-based learning andcompet-
itive mechanisms as suggested by Shapiro et al. (1997). Since theEC provides
input to both DG and CA3, the same contingencies appear in neurons of
those regions, and all would respond to cue manipulations in a heteroge-
neous manner consistent with the multiplicity of informational inputs to
the system (Shapiro et al., 1997; Tanila et al., 1997; Knierim et al., 1998).

At the beginning of an episode, a particular pattern of input from the
EC (a “recognition stimulus”) excites DG granule cells disproportionately
within a speci�c group, focusing future activity within this groups. For
the duration of the episode, then, granule cells are driven primarily by the
afferent input, but cells that are not part of the selected group are effectively
suppressed. As the animal moves through its environment, the granule cell
activity is projected onto the CA3 pyramidal cells where, in combination
with the EC input, it appears as context-speci�c place �elds. Place is thus
coded with a two-level hierarchical representation. At the �rst, coarser level,
each context is represented by the selection of active cell groups. Within this,
individual cells are �red by sensory and ideothetic afferent information.

The disynaptic recurrence in our model is important because subcortical
inputs (e.g., theta from the septum) can precisely control the recurrent loop
via modulation of mossy and inhibitory cell excitability. Direct evidence
for exactly such control exists (Deadwyler, West, & Robinson, 1981; Moser,
1996). However, we do not address this issue here.

3.2 Neuron Equations. Theenvironment for our simulations is an M£M
grid, (u, v), on which the simulated animal moves randomly. The position
of the animal at time t is denoted by L(t) D (Lu(t), Lv(t)). The network has
four layers: EC, DG, H (hilus), and CA3.

3.2.1 EC Layer. The EC layer has NEC neurons, and is modeled at a
purely phenomenological level, based on the known characteristics of EC
place �elds (Barnes et al., 1990; Quirk et al., 1992). Each cell, i, is given a
broad, noisy gaussian place �eld de�ned by:

fi(t) D exp[¡ai(Lu(t) ¡ cu
i C qu)2 ¡ bi(Lv(t) ¡ cv

i C qv)2

C di
p

ai(Lu(t) ¡ cu
i )

p
bi(Lv(t) ¡ cv

i ) ], (3.1)

where Nci D(cu
i , cv

i ) is center for i’s �eld, ai, bi are �eld size and shape param-
eters, di 2 [¡1, 1] is the �eld orientation parameter, and qu, qv are 0-mean
positional noise with variance s2

q . All of these parameters are chosen ran-
domly within reasonable ranges for each cell. As the animal moves on the
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grid, neuron i is �red noisily, as

zi(t) D fi(t) C g(t) C k, (3.2)

where g(t) is zero-mean uniform noise with variance s2 and k is a base-
line activity level (set to a small value). The value of zi(t) is clipped to 0 if
noise would make it negative. While rather simple, this method provides a
suf�ciently accurate model of the broad, noisy EC place �elds seen experi-
mentally (Quirk et al., 1992).

3.2.2 DG Layer. The DG layer has NDG simulated granule cells that get
excitatory input from the EC and H layers, and a broad inhibitory input
from the H layer. In addition, the DG layer is assumed to have competitive
recurrent inhibition, which maintains activity within a narrow range. This
recurrent inhibition isnotmodeled explicitly, but is re�ected in thestochastic
K-of-N �ring rule. The activation of granule cell i at time t is given by:

yi(t) D gEC¡DG
X

j2EC

wijzj(t) C gH¡DG
X

j2H

wijzj(t ¡ 1)

¡ GH¡DG
X

j2H

zj(t ¡ 1), (3.3)

where wij is the connection strength from neuron j to neuron i, and gEC¡DG,
gH¡DG, and GH¡DG are gain parameters that are set randomly within narrow
ranges. The �ring of cell i is based on the following rule:

zi(t) D
(

1 with probability r i(t)

0 otherwise
(3.4)

where r i(t) is de�ned as follows. Let C1(t) be the set of KDG most excited
DG cells at time t, C2(t) the set of the next KDG most excited ones, and C3(t)
the remaining neurons. Then,

r i(t) D

8
><
>:

rDG
1 if i 2 C1(t)

rDG
2 if i 2 C2(t)

rDG
3 if i 2 C3(t)

(3.5)

where rDG
1 is close to 1, rDG

2 is a small value close to 0, and rDG
3 is an even

smaller value, which indicates the sporadic activity of noncoding neurons.
The quantity bDG DrDG

1 /
P

k rDG
k quanti�es the reliability of the KDG-of-NDG

competitive �ring mechanism. Qualitatively, the rule means that almost all
of the KDG most excited neurons �re, a few of the next KDG most excited
ones �re, and the rest �re only sporadically, giving an approximate net
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�ring of KDG neurons per time step. Neurons with yi(t) · 0 are explicitly
barred from �ring, so that under very weak stimulus, the total �ring may
be signi�cantly below KDG. However, we do not consider this case here.
Consistent with experimentally observed data, KDG is taken to be a small
fraction (< 5%).

3.2.3 H Layer. The H layer has NH mossy cells, which receive excitatory
input from the DG layer. The activation of cell i at time t is given by:

yi(t) DgDG¡H
X

j2DG

wijzj(t), (3.6)

where gDG¡H is a gain parameter. Firing is KH-of-NH implemented as for
the DG layer with parameters rH

k .

3.2.4 CA3 Layer. The CA3 layer has NCA3 simulated pyramidal cells,
which get very sparse excitatory input from the DG layer and a diffuse
excitatory input from the EC. The DG-CA3 synapses are taken to be much
stronger than EC-CA3 ones, so the net effects of the two projections are
approximately balanced. The CA3 also has extensive recurrent connectivity.
However, these connections are not included in our current model in order to
avoid obscuring our main hypothesis with additional effects. The recurrent
projection might, of course, interact signi�cantly with the context, but we see
it primarily as a substrate for associative recall of stored, context-dependent
representations (Marr, 1971; Rolls, 1996; Hasselmo et al., 1995, 1996) and
perhaps for path learning (Muller & Stead, 1996; Blum & Abbott, 1996;
Mehta, Barnes, & McNaughton, 1997).

The activation of CA3 cell i at time t is given by:

yi(t) DgEC¡CA3
X

j2EC

wijzj(t) C gDG¡CA3
X

j2DG

wijzj(t)

¡ GDG¡CA3
X

j2DG

zj(t) (3.7)

The �ring of neurons is implemented by a competitive KCA3-of-NCA3 rule
similar to the one for DG with parameters rCA3

k .

3.3 Network Architecture. The EC-DG and EC-CA3 connections are se-
lected randomly with each DG cell receiving input from a fraction CEC¡DG
of EC cells and each CA3 cell from a fraction CEC¡CA3. The connections are
made such that the fan-outs from individual EC neurons are approximately
equal. The actual weight values are chosen randomly in a �xed range. The
heart of our model is the architecture of the DG-hilus subsystem, which is
as follows.
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We choose m cell groups, Q1, . . . , Qm, of excitatory cells in both the DG
and H layers. All groups in DG have size nDG, and those in H have size nH.
The cells in each group are chosen randomly and independently of other
groups. A uniform random connection pattern is established between the
DG and H layers in both directions, with the connectivity fractions given
by CDG¡H and CH¡DG for DG-to-H and H-to-DG connections, respectively.
As in the case of EC-DG and EC-CA3 connections, the fan-outs of presy-
naptic neurons are approximately balanced. The synaptic weights for these
connections are then set as follows:

DG ! H Weights

wij D
(

hDG¡H if i 2 Qk and j 2 Qk f or some k D1, . . . , m

lDG¡H else
(3.8)

H ! DG Weights:

wij D
(

hH¡DG if i 2 Qk and j 2 Qk f or some k D1, . . . , m,

lH¡DG else
(3.9)

where hDG¡H À lDG¡H and hH¡DG À lH¡DG. This very simple connectivity,
which is essentially equivalent to the embedding of each group as an attrac-
tor via a two-level Hebbian rule (Willshaw, Buneman & Longuet-Higgins,
1969), is suf�cient to set up the required system behavior. The competitive
�ring rule then ensures that only one attractor is active at a time, and that
only in part.

The connections from DG to CA3 are very sparse, with connection prob-
ability CDG¡CA3, but the gains, gEC¡CA3 and gDG¡CA3 are set such that the
effect of EC and DG inputs on the CA3 is roughly equal.

4 Model Evaluation Methods

We evaluate our model system by studying whether it satis�es the two
con�icting requirements needed for place representation: intraenvironment
consistency and interenvironment discrimination. The simulated animal is
run in two sensorily identical environments, A and B (both have identical
EC place �elds), for a large number of steps (typically 5000–10000) along
random paths. The initial input to the DG layer is signi�cantly different
in the two cases, signaling the difference of context at the time of entry. To
simulate repeated trials in the same environment, the context input is similar
each time, simulating the initial sensory input whose recognition causes the
animal to decide on a speci�c context. A randomly chosen subset, S, of CA3
cells is monitored as the animal moves about, and the empirical place �elds
for these cells are reconstructed as follows. First, the conditional probability
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of cell i �ring at a location is estimated as:

P1
i|u,v ´ P(zi(t) D1 | Lu(t) Du, Lv(t) Dv) ¼

P
t zi(t)duv(t)P

tduv(t)
, (4.1)

where duv(t) D1 if Lu(t) D u, Lv(t) Dv, and 0 else. If
P

tduv D0 (location
never visited), P1

i|u,v is also set to 0. The place �eld for cell i is then calculated
as:

f e
i (u, v) D

8
<

:

a : P1
i|u,v < a

P1
i|u,v : a · P1

i|u,v · v

v : P1
i|u,v > v,

(4.2)

where e 2 fA, Bg denotes the environment. Parameters a D rCA3
3 and v D

rCA3
1 are used to model the fact that no CA3 cell, under our �ring rule, has

probability less than rCA3
3 or greater than rCA3

1 of �ring at any location, but
this may not be picked up in the �nite sample used to estimate P1

i|u,v.
Intraenvironment consistency is measured by the extent to which the

reconstructed place �elds allow accurate localization of the simulated ani-
mal (Wilson & McNaughton, 1993; Zhang, Ginzburg, McNaughton, & Se-
jnowski, 1998; Brown, Frank, Tang, Quirk, & Wilson, 1998). This is done
using a Bayesian maximum likelihood formulation as follows. The activity
of cells in set Se is monitored as the simulated animal moves on a random
path in environment e to get the activity vectors Z(t) D fzk(t)gI k 2 Se.
The set Se ½ S includes only those cells that have signi�cant place �elds
in environment e. This is determined as follows. The activity of a cell in
every 3 £ 3 neighborhood of the environment is considered, and the num-
ber of neighborhoods in which at least 7 of the 9 cells have above average
�ring is counted. If this number exceeds 10 (out of a possible 324 neighbor-
hoods for a 20 £ 20 environment), the cell is deemed to have a place �eld
and is included in Se. We also impose a continuity constraint (Zhang et al.,
1998) based on the previous estimated position in order to avoid unrealistic
jumps from one step to another. Thus, the posterior probability function at
each location depends not only on the current �ring pattern but also on the
previous reconstructed position ( OLu(t ¡ 1), OLv(t ¡ 1)):

P(u, v | Z(t), OLu(t ¡ 1), OLv(t ¡ 1)) DCP(u, v | Z(t))

P( OLu(t ¡ 1), OLv(t ¡ 1) | u, v) (4.3)

where C is a normalizing factor, which does not depend on (u, v), and

P(u, v | Z(t))D
Y

k

[P(u, v | zk D1)zk(t)CP(u, v | zk D0)(1¡zk(t))] (4.4)
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with

P(u, v | zk D1) DP(zk D1 | u, v)P(u, v) /P(zk D1)

D f e
k (u, v)P(u, v) /hzki (4.5)

P(u, v | zk D0) DP(zk D0 | u, v)P(u, v) /P(zk D0)

D [1 ¡ f e
k (u, v)]P(u, v) /(1 ¡ hzki) (4.6)

and

P( OLu(t ¡ 1), OLv(t ¡ 1) | u, v)

» exp
h
¡k( OLu(t ¡ 1), OLv(t ¡ 1)) ¡ (u, v)k2 /2s2

i
. (4.7)

Angular brackets indicate time averages and k.k the Euclidian distance.
The value of s represents the width of the gaussian function centered at the
previous estimated position.

Assuming P(u, v) D M¡2 (all locations equiprobable), we calculate the
estimate of the current location:

(u¤(t), v¤(t)) Darg max
(u,v)

P(u, v, | Z(t), OLu(t ¡ 1), OLv(t ¡ 1)). (4.8)

As the animal moves along its path, the error (Euclidean distance) between
the estimated and true positions is calculated, and its mean value is used as
a measure of localization performance:

l D 1
l

lX

tD1

k(Lu(t), Lv(t)) ¡ ( OLu(t), OLv(t))k (4.9)

where l is the length of the path.
Interenvironment discrimination is measured using the mean correlation

coef�cient of the reconstructed place �elds for the two environments:

j (A, B)

D 1
|S0 |

|S0 |X

iD1

M2 P
u,v f A

i (u, v) f B
i (u, v)

¡(
P

u,v f A
i (u, v))(

P
u,v f B

i (u, v))
q

M2
P

u,v f A
i (u, v)2 ¡ (

P
u,v f A

i (u, v))2

£
q

M2
P

u,v f B
i (u, v)2 ¡ (

P
u,v f B

i (u, v))2

, (4.10)

where S0 is the set of monitored cells that have place �elds in at least one of
the environments (i.e., S0 DSA [ SB), and |S0 | denotes the cardinality of S0 .
A low value forj (A, B) indicates that the place representations for environ-
ments A and B are signi�cantly different. However, because of the pervasive
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noise in the system, the value of j (A, B) itself is not a suf�cient indicator of
discrimination and must be compared with the correlation between place
representations within the same environment during two different episodes.
To this end,we also calculate a quantityj (A, A) analogous toj (A, B) but cal-
culated over two sessions in environment A with the same initial condition
in both sessions. A high positivej (A, A) indicates that the place representa-
tion in environment A is stable over different sessions.Theinterenvironment
discrimination achieved by the system is then measured as

D(A, B) Dhj (A, A)i ¡ hj (A, B)i, (4.11)

where angular brackets indicate averaging over many independent A and
B environments.

A signi�cantly positive D(A, B) indicates that the system actually dis-
criminates between A and B, while a value close to zero means that the
difference in place codes for A and B arises only due to the noise within the
system.

In order to provide a baseline for our evaluations and determine the
utility of the latent attractor architecture, we compare our system with one
that is identical to ours in every way except that the DGH system does not
have groups. The actual connectivity pro�les of all postsynaptic neurons are
matched exactly for the two systems. The goal is to determine how much
the group architecture helps with context encoding beyond what one might
get from a system without groups. The system with groups is henceforth
termed the latent attractor (LA) model, while the network without groups
is called the no latent attractors (NLA) model. The independent parameter
of interest is de�ned as R D gEC¡DG /gH¡DG, which quanti�es the relative
strength of the afferent (informational) and recurrent (contextual) inputs to
the DG layer.

5 Results

We evaluate our model by simulating LA and NLA networks with layers
of the following sizes: NEC D200, NDG D1000, NH D500, and NCA3 D300.
TheH-to-DG gain, gH¡DG, is �xed at 0.5, and gEC¡DG is varied systematically
to change R. The LA network has 10 cell groups, with 100 cells per group in
DG and 50 cells per group in H. This implies that the mean overlap between
DG groups is 10, about 60 cells in each group belong to at least one other
group, and about 350 cells are not part of any group. The values of other
parameters are as given in the appendix.

Figure 2 shows the empirically calculated localization anddiscrimination
values for the LA and NLA systems as a function of R. The two systems
are quite similar in terms of localization. When R is small, the DG gets
little sensory information, leading to poorly formed CA3 place �elds (see
Figure 3a) and poor localization. As R increases, the place �elds improve
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Figure 2: (a) The interenvironment discrimination, D(A, B), for the LA and NLA
systems. Environments A and B (size 20 £ 20) have identical EC place �elds
and differ only in the initial afferent stimulus given to the DG. The data are
based on output from 200 CA3 cells whose place �elds were reconstructed over
5000 steps in each environment. (b) The localization accuracy over 100 steps in
Environment A for both systems. Only place �elds meeting a quality criterion
were used in localization. Each bar was averaged over �ve runs. Error bars
indicate one standard deviation above and below the mean.
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(a) Max=0.95 (b) Max=0.95

(c) Max=0.67 (d) Max=0.95

(e) Max=0.95 (f) Max=0.86

(g) Max=0.95 (h) Max=0.95

Figure 3: (A) Place-dependent activity for weak EC input to the DG layer (R D
1.0). Graphs a and b are for two typical CA3 cells the LA system, and graphs
c and d for two NLA system cells. Note the lack of coherent place activity for
both systems, which explains poor localization. (B) Place-dependent activity for
strong EC input to the DG layer (R D 12.0). Graphs e and f are for two CA3
cells in the LA system and graphs g and h for two NLA system cells. Note that
the �elds are well formed, and localization is good. Each �gure uses 24 gray-
scale levels between 0 (black) and Max (white), where Max (indicated above
each graph) is the peak probability of �ring for the cell at any location in the
environment.
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(see Figures 3b and 4), and so does localization. The NLA system localizes
slightly better than the LA system because its place code is distributed over
more active neurons. However, this is inconsistent with the observation that
only a small percentage of CA3 place cells are active in anyone environment.
A point worth noting is that the CA3 place representation in the LA system
shows interenvironment discrimination even though the CA3 is structurally
homogeneous and does receive a strong direct input from the EC. Thus, the
partial in�uence from the DG is enough to produce a high degree of context
dependence in CA3 place �elds. This is re�ected in the place �elds for
environments A and B, as shown in Figure 4.

The NLA system shows no interenvironment discrimination at any value
of R. Although j (A, B) is fairly small for low R, it is matched almost exactly
by j (A, A). Thus, the lack of correlation between A and B place �elds for
low R does not indicate any memory of the initial difference in context, but
simply re�ects the noise inherent in the system. As R increases and more
sensory information (which is identical for A and B) gets through to the DG,
the correlation increases identically for both the A-A and A-B cases. These
results show that the recurrent loop in the DGH subsystem is not able to
provide an adequate memory of the difference in initial conditions over the
course of a session.

The LA system, in contrast, shows strong interenvironment discrimina-
tion at all R levels, though the value drops slightly, as expected, at high
R. With increasing R values (not shown), we expect discrimination to be
lost eventually, but the LA system clearly provides high discrimination and
good localization over a broad range of R values.

One point of note is that even at best, D(A, B) < 1, whereas one might
expect a value close to 1. The reason is thatj (A, A) < 1 due to factors such as
noise and path dependence. We now consider this issue in more detail. Ide-
ally, a noise-free system run along identical paths in identical environments
with the same initial conditions will produce perfectly correlated place �elds
(j (A, A) D1). Thus, the factors that reduce the correlation below 1 are:

� Path dependence. Difference in place �elds reconstructed over the differ-
ent paths taken in the two sessions. This occurs because the recurrence
in the DGH system makes DG (and, thus, CA3) activity dependent on
previous states of the system.

� Context dependence. Difference in place �elds due to the difference in
initial conditions (indicating context) for the two sessions.

� Noise. Difference in place �elds for the two sessions due to indepen-
dent noise sources: spatial noise in EC �elds; additive noise in EC cell
activity; and stochasticity in competitive �ring of DG, H, and CA3
neurons.

� Differences in afferent input.Place code differences due to real differences
in the afferent sensory input.
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(a) Max=0.95 (b) Max=0.33

(c) Max=0.20 (d) Max=0.95

(e) Max=0.95 (f) Max=0.95

(g) Max=0.95 (h) Max=0.95

Figure 4: Activity patterns of the same cells in Environments A (left column) and
B (right column) for R D6.0. Note that the cells in the LA system (graphs a–d)
have distinct place �elds in the two environments , while cells in the NLA system
(graphs e–h) do not, showing that the NLA system does not discriminate well
on the basis of context. Many CA3 cells in the LA system did not have place
�elds in one or both environments, while almost all NLA cells had similar �elds
in both, which is contrary to experimental observation. Gray-scale coding is as
in Figure 3.
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Simply looking at D(A, B) (or even j (A, A) and j (A, B)) does not indicate
the degree to which these factors affect the system’s discrimination quality.
The data shown in Figure 5 attempt to do this. The leftmost bars in graphs
a and b show j (A, A) in noise-free LA and NLA systems, respectively. All
three sources of noise are eliminated, and the EC place �elds and the initial
conditions are identical for the two sessions. Thus, the residual lack of corre-
lation, 1 ¡j (A, A), can be ascribed completely to path dependence. Clearly,
the NLA network is much more susceptible to path dependence than the
LA network, though both improve as R increases and the similar sensory
input from EC dominates the effects of the DGH recurrence.

The second set of bars in both graphs show j (A, A) with all sources of
noise present, but the EC place �elds and initial conditions are again iden-
tical in the two sessions. These are the j (A, A) values used in determining
D(A, B) for Figure 2. A comparison with the leftmost bars shows how much
additional loss of correlation is caused by noise. Both systems are affected
signi�cantly (as expected).

Finally, the rightmost set of bars in the two graphs show j (A, B), that is,
place code correlation when EC inputs are the same but the initial conditions
(contexts) are different and all noise sources are present. The NLA system
correlations show no change from the situation with identical context (mid-
dle bars), while the LA system correlations drop dramatically, indicating
context-based discrimination of place codes.

These results verify that dissimilarity in NLA representations for envi-
ronments A and B is accounted for wholly by effects of noise and path
dependence. For completeness, we also simulated the cases where the sen-
sory input was different (different EC place �elds) but the initial condition
was the same in the two sessions, and the case when both EC �elds and the
initial conditions were different. Both LA and NLA systems produced sub-
stantially distinct representations in these cases, showing that differences
in sensory input remain salient (we argue later that path integration can
partially override these).

Finally, we also brie�y considered the issue of network capacity for la-
tent attractors. A full investigation of capacity (such as that carried out by
Battaglia & Treves, 1998, for the charts system) is beyond the scope of this
article, but we used simulations to study how the number of stable latent
attractors in DG changed as the size of attractors, nDG, increased relative to
the system size, NDG. This was parameterized by the ratio f D nDG /NDG.
The gain parameters were adjusted to keep the expected excitation to DG
neurons in the active group constant. Group stability was evaluated by run-
ning the LA system in environment A for 110 steps and checking the DG
activity pattern for steps 101 through 110. The degree of con�nement to the
initially activated (i.e., correct) group, Q¤, was calculated as

y(Q¤) D 1
10

110X

tD101

(
nDG

K(t)

"P
i2Q¤ zi(t)

nDG
¡

P
i62Q¤ zi(t)

NDG ¡ nDG

#)
, (5.1)
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Figure 5: Mean correlations between reconstructed place �elds for two ses-
sions. The stimulus and network conditions in the two sessions are: (1) Black
bars: Different paths, identical initial states (contexts), identical EC �elds, and
no noise; (2) Gray bars: Different paths, identical initial states (contexts), iden-
tical EC �elds, and noise; (3) White bars: Different paths, different initial states
(contexts), identical EC �elds, and noise. See text for discussion.

where K(t) is the number of DG neurons �ring at step t. A value of y(Q¤) D1
indicates total con�nement of activity to group Q¤, while y(Q¤) D0 means
that con�nement is no better than for activity distributed randomly over
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Figure 6: Capacity of the DGH system as a function of f , the size of the em-
bedded latent attractors relative to network size. Network sizes are: NEC D400,
NDG D2000, NH D1000 (±); NEC D200, NDG D1000, NH D500 (¤) (the size used
in all other simulations). All connectivities are as shown in the appendix. See
the text for details.

the whole DG. For each f value, we determined the maximum number
of groups that could be stabilized, where stabilization was de�ned by the
following criterion: the mean y over all groups was at least 0.85, and no
group had a y value less than 0.7. This was taken as the network’s capacity.
Figure 6 shows this capacity as a function of f for networks of two sizes. In
both cases, we �nd that capacity decreases exponentially with f , but when
groups are small compared to the neuron populations, a large number of
latent attractors can be stored.

6 Discussion

6.1 Overall Signi�cance of the Model. The primary result of our mod-
eling is that the inclusion of a simple structured recurrent module (the DGH
subsystem) in the hippocampal complex is suf�cient to produce long-term,
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stable, and reliable context dependence in CA3 place �elds. However, an
unstructured recurrent module is insuf�cient for this purpose.

The LA model we present is a very simple—even simplistic—one and
does not account for many important aspects of hippocampal function. Its
purpose, however, is to illustrate the latent attractors idea in the simplest
possible terms within the context of hippocampal place representations.
There has been at least one previous model that proposes mechanisms sim-
ilar to ours: the charts model of Samsonovich and McNaughton (1997).
While elegant and insightful, it involves considerably more detailed pre-
con�guration of the system. A primary aim of our model is to demonstrate
that a much simpler system is capable of essentially the same type of behav-
ior as that hypothesized in the charts model. Unlike the charts model, we do
not assume any intrinsic, noise-free place speci�city in our DG or CA3 cells,
but allow it to emerge through convergence of EC afferents and competitive
�ring. In our model, place-speci�c �ring is explicitly produced only in the
EC layer and is very noisy and unreliable. Also, unlike the charts model, we
do not con�gure the recurrent connectivity in our system to re�ect the place
�elds of individual cells in different contexts. Our DGH system is connected
randomly, the groups comprising the attractors are randomly chosen, and
connection weights have only two possible values (rather than a contin-
uum). The results indicate that although the detailed chart structure does
produce better location estimates and more compact place �elds, only min-
imal network structure is required to obtain the degree of localization, place
speci�city, and context dependence seen in actual recordings (Zhang et al.,
1998). The same conclusion is reached by Samsonovich (1999) for a model
similar to ours in principle but located in CA3 with connections speci�ed
via an off-line Hebbian prescription.

In spite of its simplicity, our model captures many essential properties of
hippocampal place representations, including the following:

� The model accounts for different, randomly determined populations
of active cells and silent cells in different environments (Thompson &
Best, 1989, 1990).

� The model provides a simple explanation of the remapping phenom-
enon (Bostock et al., 1991; Shapiro et al., 1997; Tanila et al., 1997;
Knierim et al., 1998), whereby place representations switch in a dis-
continuous manner. In our model, this can be seen as a switch in the
selected groups. Partial remappings can be explained by assuming
that the overlaps between some groups are larger than usual, or by
more complex connectivity patterns that allow multiple groups to be
active together and switch separately. We do not explore this issue in
the current simulations.

� The model provides a simple mechanism for producing different place
representations in identical sensory environments based on initial ex-
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pectation (context) (Quirk et al., 1990), without interfering unduly with
the reliable reproducibility of each representation within its context.

� The model shows how broad, noisy, and unreliable place �elds in the
EC can lead to much more reliable, context-speci�c place representa-
tions in the CA3 (Quirk et al., 1992). The increased accuracy, of course,
is a direct result of averaging over multiple EC afferents performed by
each DG and CA3 cell. The context dependence is a consequence of
group selection in the DG.

6.2 Predictions. As a means of verifying (or rejecting) our hypotheses,
we offer a set of experimental predictions that could be of interest to exper-
imentalists:

DG place �elds will show the same phenomena of “silent cells” and coding
of similar environments by uncorrelated cell groups as the CA3/CA1. This pre-
diction, if true, would mean that the phenomena observed in CA3/CA1
place codes (Thompson & Best, 1989) are already present at the DG stage
in the trisynaptic pathway. There is already some evidence for silent cells
(Jung & McNaughton, 1993) and context-dependence (Markus et al., 1995)
in DG place representations, but, to our knowledge, there is no systematic
study of the correlatedness of DG place codes for similar environments (i.e.,
whether these codes are more EC-like—Quirk et al., 1992—or more CA3-
like—Thompson & Best, 1989; Kubie & Muller, 1991). A potential problem is
that of locating silent granule cells, since granule cell �ring is rather sparse
and easily swamped by interneuron activity. However, disinhibition by
bicuculline has been used successfully to elicit activity—albeit abnormal—
from inactive granule cells (see, e.g., Sloviter and Brisman,1995), and in vivo
granule cell identi�cation procedures have also been used successfully by
Jung and McNaughton (1993).

CA3/CA1 place �elds following a lesion of the DG using colchicene (Mc-
Naughton et al., 1989) would show signi�cantly reduced context-dependence. It is
known (McNaughton, Barnes, & O’Keefe, 1983; Knierim & McNaughton,
1995) that, at least in strongly directional environments such as arm mazes,
CA3/CA1 place �elds persist after DG lesion—presumably because of the
direct input from EC to CA3. There is also evidence that EC place repre-
sentations are not context dependent in the sense that similar environments
produce similar EC representations (Quirk et al., 1992) (though Mizumori,
Ward, & Lavoie, 1992 report that they do show directional �ring on arm
mazes). This contrasts with the context dependence seen in the CA3/CA1
�elds (O’Keefe & Nadel, 1978; Muller & Kubie, 1987; Thompson & Best,
1989; Kubie & Muller, 1991; Quirk et al., 1990). If the DGH is responsible for
this context dependence in CA3/CA1, its lesion should eliminate it, or at
least reduce it signi�cantly.

CA3/CA1 place codes in rats with mossy cell loss will show signi�cantly re-
duced context dependence. Rats with hilar cell loss—usually due to kainic acid
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application—are used as a model for temporal-lobe epilepsy (Nadler, Perry,
& Cotman, 1978, 1980). It is widely believed that the cells lost include mossy
cells, whose loss leads to a disruption in the pattern of inhibition to gran-
ule cells (Sloviter, 1987, 1994; Sloviter & Brisman, 1995; Gibbs, Shumate, &
Coulter, 1997). Our hypothesis predicts that rats with hilar cell loss will also
show less context dependence in their CA3/CA1 place codes.

Environments with similar entry points will be coded by cell groups with greater
than usual overlap. This is a somewhat speculative prediction, but is included
because it would be very easy to test and, if correct, would say a great deal.
The idea is that if cell groups for representing novel environments are cho-
sen at the time of entry (as hypothesized), environments with identical or
similar entry areas would tend to get assigned to the same DGH cell group.
Subsequently encountered differences in sensory input within each environ-
ment would produce different place representations in the two cases, but
using the same group of cells, implying the prediction. There are several
caveats. First, there may be other mechanisms that ensure random rather
than stimulus-based group assignment. Second, group assignment during
the �rst encounter with an environment may happen too slowly to show
the effect. Third, the phenomenon might not happen reliably and may be
observable only over a large enough sample of environment pairs.

6.3 Extensions and Open Issues. The work reported in this article ad-
dresses only some of the issues that our model is directed toward exploring.
These include the consideration of more subtle latent attractor schemes, the
explicit use of pattern recognition in the EC-DG projection to trigger appro-
priate groups, and the inclusion of path integration in the model. The last
issue is of special signi�cance because some of the experimental results that
motivated this research require path integration for adequate modeling. For
example, the model in its current form cannot directly duplicate the light
and dark results of Quirk et al. (1990), though it certainly suggests a detailed
explanation. As indicated earlier, we agree with the hypothesis (Touretzky
& Redish, 1996; Redish & Touretzky, 1997) that path integration information
enters the hippocampus through the EC. The simplest mechanism would be
if the positional information reconstructed by the PI system directly elicited
approximately correct �ring in the EC (Redish & Touretzky, 1998). The rest
of the system could then function as under normal circumstances. This
framework can also be used to address the issues of hierarchical con�ict
resolution between distal sensory, local sensory, and ideothetic information
that apparently occurs in the hippocampus (Hill & Best, 1981; Shapiro et
al., 1997; Knierim et al., 1998). If EC cells are sensitive to subsets of cues,
individual cues (local and distal), vestibular cues, PI estimates, and so on,
the same contingencies will be re�ected in DG and CA3 place �elds, which
might explain the heterogeneous and complex changes seen in place rep-
resentations in pathologically inconsistent environments (Bures et al., 1997;
Rotenberg & Muller, 1997; Knierim et al., 1998).
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An important aspect of the hippocampal system that is not addressed in
this work is the function of the CA3 recurrent connections. We essentially
agree with previous proposals (Marr, 1971; Treves & Rolls, 1992; O’Reilly &
McClelland, 1994; Hasselmo et al., 1994, 1996; Blum & Abbott, 1996; Rolls,
1996; Redish & Touretzky, 1998) that the CA3 functions as an autoassociator
performing the dual roles of pattern completion (to produce correct place
codes from degraded afferent information) and sequence learning (Minai &
Levy, 1993; Levy, 1996; Blum & Abbott, 1996; Skaggs & McNaughton, 1996;
Redish & Touretzky, 1998; Sohal & Hasselmo, 1998). It has been suggested
(Hasselmo & Schnell, 1994; Redish & Touretzky, 1998) that the recurrent
CA3 connections are used only during associative recall and are blocked
by cholinergic (and perhaps even GABAergic) modulation during learn-
ing (Hasselmo & Schnell, 1994; Hasselmo et al., 1995, 1996). Our current
model focuses on only the response of the CA3 place cells to afferent sen-
sory information. Once a PI system is incorporated into the model, the
inclusion of CA3 recurrent connections will become more relevant since
pattern completion would be needed to resolve con�icts between sensory
and PI information (Redish & Touretzky, 1998).

Another issue closely related with the role of CA3 is the 5–12 Hz theta
rhythm of the hippocampal EEG (Vanderwolf, 1969). The discrete time steps
in our model can be seen as corresponding to single theta cycles. We do not
include any explicit provision for theta in our system, but our assump-
tion of updating the afferent stimulus once every theta cycle is consistent
with evidence that rats sample sensory information at the theta frequency
(Greenstein, Pavlides, & Winson 1988). Long-term potentiation (LTP),which
is probably the basis for neural learning, is also optimized when stimuli are
spaced one theta cycle apart (Larson, Wong, & Lynch, 1986). It has been
suggested (Lisman & Idiart, 1995) that the phase of the theta cycle may
index multiple patterns simultaneously active in a hippocampal associa-
tive memory. An alternative possibility is that a single stored pattern may
be retrieved recurrently via multiple high-frequency (gamma) oscillations
nested in each theta cycle. Such a process could be very useful in elicit-
ing previously stored CA3 place codes in response to partially correct input
based on sensory stimuli and path integration (Redish and Touretzky, 1998).
We do not include this in our current model but envisage doing so in the
future.

Appendix

The following parameter values were used in the simulations reported.

M Size of environment 20
NEC Number of neurons in layer EC 200
NDG Number of neurons in layer DG 1000
NH Number of neurons in layer H 500
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NCA3 Number of neurons in layer CA3 300
m (LA Number of cell groups 10

system only)
nDG (LA Number of cells in each DG group 100

system only)
nH (LA Number of cells in each H group 50

system only)
CEC¡DG EC ! DG connectivity 0.05
CEC¡CA3 EC ! CA3 connectivity 0.07
CDG¡CA3 DG ! CA3 connectivity 0.003
CDG¡H DG ! H connectivity 0.6
CH¡DG H ! DG connectivity 0.6

EC ! DG weights U[0, 1]
EC ! CA3 weights U[0.01, 0.1]
DG ! CA3 weights U[0.4, 0.6]

hDG¡H Within-group DG ! H weight 1.0
lDG¡H Cross-group DG ! H weight 0.01
hH¡DG Within-group H ! DG weight 1.0
lH¡DG Cross-group H ! DG weight 0.01
ai EC place �eld width parameter U[0.004, 0.006]
bi EC place �eld width parameter U[0.004, 0.006]
cu
i , cv

i EC place �eld center locations U[-9, 29]
di EC place �elds orientation parameter U[-1.0, 1.0]
s2

q EC place �eld positional noise variance 1.0
s2 EC �ring rate noise variance 0.01
k EC baseline �ring rate 0.0
gEC¡DG EC ! DG excitatory gain [0 ¢ ¢ ¢ 7]
gH¡DG H ! DG excitatory gain 0.5
GH¡DG H ! DG inhibitory gain 0.2
KDG Nominal number of active DG neurons 40
rDG
1 Probability of �ring in the

KDG most active DG neurons 0.95
rDG
2 Probability of �ring in the next

KDG most active DG neurons 0.05
rDG
3 Probability of �ring in the

remaining NDG ¡ 2KDG DG neurons 0.003
gDG¡H DG ! H excitatory gain 1.0
KH Nominal number of active H neurons 20
rH
1 Probability of �ring in the

KH most active H neurons 0.95
rH
2 Probability of �ring in the next

KH most active H neurons 0.05
rH
3 Probability of �ring in the

remaining NH ¡ 2KH H neurons 0.003
gEC¡CA3 EC ! CA3 excitatory gain 1.0
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gDG¡CA3 DG ! CA3 excitatory gain 1.0
GDG¡CA3 DG ! CA3 inhibitory gain 0.01
KCA3 Nominal number of active CA3 neurons 15
rCA3
1 Probability of �ring in the

KCA3 most active CA3 neurons 0.95
rCA3
2 Probability of �ring in the next

KCA3 most active CA3 neurons 0.05
rCA3
3 Probability of �ring in the

remaining NCA3 ¡ 2KCA3 CA3 neurons 0.003
a Minimum place �eld �ring rate rCA3

3
v Maximum place �eld �ring rate rCA3

1
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